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PSX Steam Jet Diffuser . . . Technology That Makes a Difference! 
Direct Steam Injection Heating technology can improve your process heating, provide reliable 
temperature control even under difficult conditions, and deliver dependable performance. The PSX Jet 
Diffuser utilizes a “thick wall” design for the steam diffuser. This “thick wall” construction provides a 
number of significant advantages over diffuser or sparger designs that have “thin wall” construction.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

PSX Jet Diffuser 

 

Steam Jet Design & 
Optimization 
The depth of the steam injector  
 is critical to achieving a fully 
developed steam jet into the 
process fluid. The “thick wall”, 
design of the PSX Jet Diffuser 
creates a deeper steam jet channel. 
With a deeper jet channel, the 
steam jet will extend further for 
better penetration into the liquid and 
more efficient condensation. 

Longer Life & Reduced Wear 
With optimized steam jet penetration into the 
fluid, condensation occurs away from the Jet 
Diffuser wall surface reducing surface wear on 
the Jet Diffuser. As steam will wear the Jet 
Diffuser over time, a “thick wall” construction 
will also extend the Jet Diffuser life over “thin 
wall” design steam diffusers. 

Modulated Steam Flow Control 
Most Steam Spargers utilize a steam pressure 
reducing valve to throttle steam pressure & 
control steam flow (sub-sonic conditions). 
This leads to steam cavitation which results in 
metal fatigue & wear of the sparger. The PSX 
Jet Diffuser internally modulated design has a 
variable position steam plug which controls the 
mass flow of the steam maintaining full design 
steam pressure. This delivers sonic velocity 
flow eliminating steam cavitation. 

Radial Multi-Port Jet Diffuser 
The PSX Jet Diffuser Multi-Port radial design 
has hundreds of small steam jets. These steam 
jets deliver high velocity steam in a radial (360 
degree) pattern into your process fluid. With this 
radial jet diffuser design, steam in delivered 
more uniformly into your process fluid assuring 
complete condensation and uniform heating. 
This design also has a low pressure drop for 
ease of process & pump integration. 

Proper Steam Jet design & development plays a critical role 
in assuring complete condensation & mixing of the steam into 
the process fluid. The PSX Jet Diffuser utilizes a “thick walled” 
jet diffuser design that establishes a deep channel for the steam 
to exit. This deep channel assures an elongated steam jet into 
the fluid, leading to rapid condensation of the steam in the 
fluid and not near the diffuser or sparger surface. Our internally 
modulated steam flow control, and engineered Jet Diffuser, 
maintains high velocity (sonic) steam flow. Poorly designed 
steam jets with “thin walled” diffusers provide minimal steam jet 
penetration into the fluid. This leads to poor condensation and 
accelerated wear of the diffuser. 

PSX “Thick Wall” Jet Diffuser Construction

“Thin Walled” Diffuser/Sparger 
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